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I. Introduction

The Szekesfehervar region has been the most successful in Hungary in marketing its 

logistical, infrastructural and human resource advantages to attract new foreign and 

domestic investment. So successful has the city and its businesses been that there is now 

a labour shortage serious enough that new potential investors have been encouraged to 

chose alternative sites. Other areas - such as Gyor, Szombathely, and the areas 

surrounding Budapest - are beginning to develop the same characteristics which 

Szekesfehervar was the first to gain. As such, the Szekesfehervar region can be used to 

predict trends which will be prevalent across the Hungarian industrial landscape in the 

coming years, large regional differences notwithstanding.

In this study, we wish to exploit the “model” role Szekesfehervar has come to acquire in 

order to carefully examine the evolving relationship between firms active in Hungary and 

the environment. We have developed a set of research instruments which lend 

themselves towards obtaining both the subjective and objective facets of company 

policies and plans regarding a wide number o f factors which impact environmental 

quality. In addition to a questionnaire (completed in person with professional 

researchers) especially designed to elicit responses on environmental issues, we have 

utilized the data set from an European Union-funded project containing the same firms 

which provides a very detailed and wide picture o f every firm. The EU REGIS project, 

based on the combination of in-depth interviews carried out on a sample of 75 firms and 

13 institutions, focused largely on innovational profiles. By merging these two data 

sets, we are able to not only detail the current state of environmental awareness, action,
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and attitudes prevelent in firms, but also profile the firm characteristics relevant to these

issues.

The strength of this study is exactly this very detailed examination made possible by 

having such an extensive set o f information on every firm in the study. Over 200 

variables were available for analysis, which enabled us to isolate very specific 

correlations with outcomes regarding environmentally-friendly production.

Undoubtedly, the greatest weakness is the relatively small number o f firms included in 

the final phase o f the research - only 15. It is our hope, however, that this study serve as 

an inspiration to further research which allows for greater statistical significance and 

includes lagging, or weak, regions as well.

II. Firm Profiles

Fifteen firms were selected from the original 75-firm sample pool to participate in the 

environment study. A deliberate effort was made to choose firms with a strong 

manufacturing profile, both for methodological reasons, and because it is these firms’ 

activities which stand to impact the environment most directly. O f the 15 firms, nine are 

in majority foreign ownership, which may appear at first to be rather high. However, 

half o f the largest 200 firms in Hungary are now foreign-owned, and in the 

manufacturing sector (especially in the machine industry) this figure is even greater.
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Table 1: General Characteristics of Sample
Greenfield Brownfield Employees 1995 Turnover 

(1000 ECUs)
1000 ECU per 
Employee

Hungarian 1 5 631.2 21330 33.8

Foreign-owned 7 2 698.6 54415 78.1

The sample is representative of the Szekesfehervar region, where the vast majority of 

foreign direct investment has been directed not on privatisation projects, but on 

greenfield manufacturing sites. A well-trained, inexpensive workforce, a relatively well- 

developed infrastructure, and a variety of local and national investment incentives 

(including 5 and 10-year tax holidays on profits, no local taxes for five years, “off-shore” 

status, training subsidies, etc.) have attracted such leading-edge firms as Ford, LBM, 

Phillips, etc., which tend to concentrate their local activities on assembly operations. 

Hungarian domestic investment has lagged behind foreign direct investment (FDI), and 

as such, in Szekesfehervar, as in most of Hungary, the greenfield / brownfield 

differentiation can almost be used as proxies for domestic or foreign ownership.

While company sizes differentiated by ownership nationality are nearly the same, 

dramatic differences are seen in yearly turnover, with foreign-owned firms bringing in 

nearly 2.5 times more per employee than domestic firms. Separate studies have found 

that labour cost components as a percentage o f gross production costs at foreign-owned 

firms in Hungary are considerably lower than those found in Hungarian-owned firms. 

(Note bene; this does not mean, as shall be discussed later, that the on-site 

production/assembly processes themselves at foreign-owned firms can be characterised 

as high value-added).
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This survey and others have found that foreign-owned firms in Hungary are growing at 

much faster rates than Hungarian-owned firms, which means that the human resource, 

research and development, and environmental management patterns utilised by foreign- 

owned firms are in relative ascendancy.

These differences will gain importance later in this study, as we consider where large 

differentials by ownership occur (the average age of machinery, and labour/capital 

ratios, export orientation, etc.), but also when we examine the areas where differences 

are surprisingly small. In other words, our findings - especially those regarding 

environmental policies of companies - to the extent that they reflect ownership 

nationality, must be considered within the context of relative company wealth.

One of the strongest, most significant set o f differences between ownership nationality 

categories visible in the survey has to do with the import/export profile exhibited. 

Managers were asked to give percentage scores for product inputs and output, 

differentiated by the Szekesfehervar region, Hungary, European Union, and finally, the 

rest of the world.

Table 2: Product Inputs and Outputs
Inputs Region Hungary Rest of 

World
Hungarian Firms 14.2% 46.2% 39.7%
Foreign-owned
Firms

11.8% 18.1% 70.1%

Outputs
Hungarian Firms 16.0% 46.3% 37.7%
Foreign-owned
Firms

16.0% 20.7% 52.3%
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The import/export profiles of firms in the region are important when considering not 

only individual firm success (dynamic, successful firms tend to have a stronger than 

average export profile), but the shape and intensity of a wide range of existing and 

emerging regional networks. Firms which utilise the region for only a small portion of 

their product inputs are unlikely to have a strong interest in helping develop a regionally- 

based set of institutions which promote inter-firm or public-private cooperation. Most 

importantly for the purposes of this study is the fact that a strong reliance on imported 

components can harm the environment, especially when one considers that the main 

mode of freight transportation into and out of Szekesfehervar is the lorry. This question 

shall be considered later in the paper, in conjunction with other environmental issues.

Foreign-owned firms, especially foreign-owned greenfield firms, report using very few 

Hungarian inputs (either components or raw materials) in the production process. On 

average, foreign-owned firm rely on the region for only 11.8%, and on the nation for 

only 18.1% of product inputs. Together, this gives a domestic content ratio o f 29.9% 

(only 20.3% in the case of greenfield firms). By contrast, and not surprisingly,

Hungarian firms demonstrate far heavier reliance on domestic component producers. 

Hungarian firms on average rely on the region for 14.2%, and on the nation for 46.2% 

of product inputs, yielding a domestic content ratio of 60.4%,

In accounting for such large disparities, one must consider that a great many greenfield 

sites were offered “off-shore” status, which grants duty-free importation of production 

components. Hungarian firms, and foreign-owned brownfield sites are generally not 

granted duty-free importation allowances. “Off-shore” status creates a very powerful
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disincentive to search for regional or national supplier networks, especially as many of 

these firms have an already existing European or world-wide supplier network. (When 

queried as to why domestic content rates are so low, many foreign managers cite the 

lack o f contacts among potential Hungarian firms, as well as quality concerns). Such a 

heavy reliance on imported components does come with a price, however. Logistical 

concerns having to do with on-time delivery o f components (especially when one 

considers that 44.4% of foreign-owned greenfield companies rely on Just In Time 

inventory control systems) consistently rank as one of the biggest problems facing 

managers at foreign owned greenfield sites.

Multiplier effects are notorious vague and difficult to quantify, but it is obvious that such 

a heavy reliance on imported components (often those with the highest value-added), 

makes any such effects in the Szekesfehervar region, and Hungary as a whole, relatively 

modest. From the perspective of technological and environmental innovation, diffusion 

from high-tech, greenfield plants to domestic producers is severely limited by the heavy 

reliance on imported components. Again, from the ecological standpoint, such a 

situation is not without objections, as the distances imported components travel are 

much greater than domestic components.

It must be added, the temporal components associated with FDI flows should also be 

considered, and even at this early point in time, it is evident that the above-listed 

characteristics are beginning to change for the better. Networks - whether for supply, 

research and development, or distribution - do not arise spontaneously. As foreign- 

owned companies accumulate positive experiences manufacturing in Hungary, it is 

hoped they will gradually begin to expand local production beyond low value-added
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assembly operations. Audi and GE, for example, have begun to move some research 

and development facilities to Hungary to be closer to their production sites, and a 

number o f foreign-owned companies have begun making the first moves towards 

building a local supplier network. Ford, for example, is to locate a Central European 

components buying center in Hungary in the next years, following GM’s lead of opening 

the same type of facility in Poland.

Questions regarding firm’s individual and collaborative research and innovation efforts 

also reveal sizable rifts between Hungarian and foreign-owned businesses. Generally, 

real R&D expenditures have increased gradually since 1990 for Hungarian companies. 

The biggest difference noted is not in absolute R&D expenditures, but rather in R&D 

expenditures as a proportion of turnover. Here, foreign-owned firms spent on average 

0.21%, compared to 2.06% for Hungarian firms. Finally, it must be noted that all these 

figures are very small in the international context. Globally, the following chart 

illustrates national (public and private) R&D expenditures.

When asked how their firms sustain competitive advantage, noticeable differences were 

noted between Hungarian and foreign-owned firms on issues relating to innovation. 

Internal research and development activities were given as a reason for competitive 

advantage by 62.5% at foreign-owned firms, compared to only 45 .8% at Hungarian- 

owned firms. Similarly, patent ownership was given as a reason 62.5% versus only 

35.4%. As shall be discussed in more detail later, these differences can not be solely 

accounted for on the basis o f on-site research and development, but rather, company- 

wide research and development. Larger, international corporations are able to garner
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more advantageous economies of scale in research and development than smaller

domestic companies, and this phenomenon is by no means limited to Hungary.

_________________________Figure 1: R&D Expenditures__________________

% GDP Expenditures, 1993

Source; OECD

Therefore, for smaller, domestic companies collaborative research undertakings may be 

especially important as a way to lower initial costs and share risks. In this respect 

however, perhaps surprisingly given an intuitively greater need, Hungarian-owned 

companies seem to be less active than their foreign-owned counterparts The latter 

category reports stronger scores not only in cooperation with EU entities (50.0% to 

29.2%), but also in national (62.5% to 55.3%) and regional (54.2% to 43.8%) 

cooperative ventures. Hungarian-owned companies also rate cooperative agreements, 

generically and in the region, national and international contexts, as less important than 

do foreign-owned companies
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Managers were also asked what challenges they see their firm facing. Responses reveal 

that foreign-owned firms are slightly more pro-active, especially in regards to improving 

product quality, cutting personnel costs and product development. Averaging the scores 

for all possible challenges, foreign-owned firms responded in the affirmative 86.3%, 

compared to 76.7% for Hungarian firms. The smaller, newer Hungarian enterprises 

scored especially low on these questions.

The follow up query, “Does your company respond to the following challenges?”, sheds 

further light on these Hungarian greenfield businesses, which returned the lowest scores 

of all categories in half of the responses listed. Of particular importance is the fact that 

only 33 .3% of Hungarian greenfields plan any sort of product development (compared 

to a Hungarian average of 55.1% and a foreign-owned average of 75.0%), and only 

22.2% plan and R&D cooperation with other firms (again, it is exactly the smaller firms 

which stand the most to gain from such ventures). Here also, foreign-owned firms 

reported higher scores (on average, 62.5% versus 57.9%), with particularly wide gaps 

being observed in responses such as increased outsourcing and product development.

Of note is the fact that 61.2% of Hungarian firms plan to intensify internal R&D 

(compared to 54.2%), and that Hungarian firms place a greater importance on local 

R&D activities.
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Table 3: Poes your company respond to these challenges?
Hungarian
Firms

Cutting
eost

Org
Restnic

ting

Speeding 
up prod.

Intesifying
internal

Outsour
cing

Subcont
ractrng

Marketing R&D

dev. R&D
Privately owned 93.5% 74.2% 54.8% 61.3% 25.8% 38.7% 61.3% 35.5%
Private/State 87.5% 87.5% 50.0% 62.5% 37.5% 12.5% 75.0% 37.5%
ownership
State owned 100% 88.9% 55.6% 55.6% 55.6% 33.3% 55.6% 55.6%

Greenfield 100% 66.7% 33.3% 66.7% 22.2% 22.2% 44.4% 22.2%
Brownfield 92.5% 82.5% 60.0% 60.0% 37.5% 37.5% 67.5% 45.0%

Total 93.9% 79.6% 55.1% 61.2% 34.7% 34.7% 63.3% 40.8%

F oil ig n  “F i r m s
Greenfield 100% 84.2% 73.7% ...57.9% 52.6% 42.1% 52.6% 52.6%
Brownfield 100% 75.0% 75.0% 25.0% 25.0% 0.0% 25.0% 25.0%

Total 100% 83.3% 75.0% 54.2% 50.0% 37.5% 50.0% 50.0%

Perhaps not surprisingly, given the above-listed figures, there is also a wide gulf in 

product outputs, with Hungarian-owned firms relying heavily on the domestic market, 

and foreign-owned firms (again, greenfield firms in particular) being especially active 

exporters. Hungarian-owned firms export, on average, only 37.7% of output, while 

foreign-owned firms export a dramatic 52.3% (59,9% for greenfield sites).

When asked if their company is supplying one or a few dominant suppliers, 66.0% of 

managers at Hungarian-owned companies replying “yes”, as compared with 76.9% at 

foreign-owned firms (85.0% at foreign-owned greenfield sites). The follow-up question, 

which asked what share of sales goes to the most important customer, reveals 32.4% at 

Hungarian-owned companies and 56.8% at foreign-owned companies. The relatively 

greater dependence o f foreign-owned companies on one or a few customers may be at 

least partially accounted for by the fact that many of the foreign-owned greenfield 

operations are often processors, producers or assemblers for their company’s own 

world-wide production chain (i.e., there is a noticeable lack of on-site integrated
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production processes at the foreign-owned greenfield plants, as it is part o f company- 

wide vertically-integrated production process).

Three observations need to be made about the survey findings regarding export patterns. 

First is the overwhelming dominance of the EU as an export target of Hungarian firms. 

While having much to do with geographic proximity and buying power, this is also the 

result of the EU ’s trading regime which gives products coming from the CEE countries 

slightly preferential tariff status (due to the Association Agreements). To qualify for 

such preferential tariffs, the products must have a domestic and/or European Union 

content of over 50%. Many foreign-owned greenfield sites (as well as, for example, 

nearly al! automobile manufacturers present in Hungary) qualify for preferential tariffs 

based on European Union, not domestic, content.

Secondly, one notices the marked collapse of any strong alternative market for 

Hungarian exporters. A mere seven years ago, the Soviet Union and CMEA trading 

bloc was the destination of the majority of Hungarian exports. The lapse o f the ruble- 

based trading system, the collapse of buying power of consumers in these countries, as 

well as the very pronounced political guidance towards western markets has hurt 

Hungarian producers which relied on the CMEA markets.

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, one must be aware of the weakness of the 

domestic market. Consumer buying power and real wages have dropped sharply since 

1989 (with a 15% drop in real earnings registered in 1995-1996), which has hurt 

Hungarian companies, which by size and tradition tend to be domestically focused, much 

more than foreign-owned companies. While slow improvements in buying power, and a
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general stabilisation o f macro-economic indicators, will have a positive effect on all 

sectors of the economy, this will be an especially welcome development for Hungarian 

SMEs.
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III. Environmental Profiles

In designing our research instruments, we have very deliberately attempted to create a 

multi-dimensional approach which measures both subjective and objective, both firm- 

internal and firm-external factors affecting company and market behaviour. We have 

utilised groups of complementary questions to create macro-variables (tested for 

robustness) in the following categories:

A) Subjective views o f environmental policies as reflected by value judgements

B) Perceptions o f  the consumer (market)-oriented reactions to environmental modes o f
production

C) Capacities o f  firm s to produce in an environmentally-friendly manner

D) Status quo o f  current production processes

E) Firm-internal environmental awareness

F) Perceptions o f  environmental awareness in region

Before we discuss these macro-variables in more detail, it is worth mentioning that 

despite the large differences we have already noted between Hungarian and foreign- 

owned firms (turnover, domestic context, etc.), there are relatively modest differences in 

these variables according to ownership nationality. When one looks at means by 

ownership category alone, differences are in fact nearly invisible. Only when one uses 

correlation and regression factor by factor (and it precisely here that the very deep data 

set is so useful) can one extract the variables which do indeed have substantial impact.
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A. Views of environmental policies

Using a five-point scale, top managers were asked to give reactions a series of 

alternating negative-positive broad statements designed to elicit their general opinions 

regarding environmental protection. Such data is useful in indicating the abstract 

intellectual starting-points of the managers from which concrete policies evolve, as well 

as indicating any selection bias companies may have when choosing personnel.

Table 4: Views on Environmental Policies

Don’t agree <------ > Agree
1 2 3 4 5

“Environmental protection is important, but it musn’t
be allowed to interfere with the working of the firm / ■ ■ ■ ■■ 2.53

“Preventing pollution pays.” Ill

‘The firm should be responsible for the wastes it
produces even after it leaves the factory.” ■ ■ ■

“The responsibility of companies in environmental
pollution is often exaggerated.’’ ■ ■ ■ ■■2.53

“R&D to make our products more environmentally-
friendly increases competivity in the long term.” ■ ■ ■

No importance <------ > Very Important
1 2 3 4 5

“How important do you think environmentaily-

market success?”

How important are the following environmental factors to your firm?

“Reaching new markets.” ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■■ 4.00
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Overall, managers were generally quite positive regarding these mostly non-specific 

statements. Robustness is demonstrated by the fact that negative statements (“The 

responsibility of companies in environmental pollution is often exaggerated.”) scored 

considerably lower than positive statements. It must be stressed, however, that these 

scores only indicate attitude, not firm policy or potential policy.

One potential surprise is the fact that so many companies agreed with the statement that 

firms “should be responsible for waste even after it leaves the factory.” While this 

concept is hardly new in western Europe, in Hungary it could be considered quite 

radical. This could indicate that a disposal-recycling system similar to “der Grime 

Punkt” in Germany may not receive fundamental, conceptual opposition from Hungarian 

manufacturers. (It must also be pointed out that the majority of companies in the sample 

are foreign, coming from countries which obligatory disposal-recycling systems.)

In order to gain more specific information on how these attitudes might affect or be 

affected by other variables, we sought to isolate those factors which had the greatest 

correlation to the above-listed questions.
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Table 5: Views of Environmental Policies
______ Strongest correlations with variables______

Plans to increase human capital development

.63

Innovation-oriented corporate culture .53

Average age of production equipment -.52

Innovational strengths in human capital development .49

Cooperation with local firms .47

Foreign ownership .42

Capital / labour ratio (capital intensivity) .41

Domestic content -.41

The results are hardly surprising, but do serve to underline the very strong connection 

between innovative, forward-looking companies and progressive environmental 

attitudes. Firms which believe in increasing their internal human resource capacities are 

those firms which tend to have managers who feel strongest about environmental 

protection. It is entirely logical that the higher the capital-labour ratio and the lower the 

average age of machinery, the higher the environmental score.

Before we read too much into the above-listed statistics, we must again return to a basic 

question of assumptions. In a very real way, the above factors reflect the current 

success and financial resources of a company more than anything else. In other words, 

it would be a mistake to go too far with the assumption that the above factors are 

intrinsically linked with environmental attitudes. Rather, these environmental attitudes 

may be enabled by general company prosperity and by the “affordability” of such 

attitudes.
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B. Perceptions o f market-oriented reactions to environmental modes o f  
production

Managers were asked about their own perceptions regarding the importance of 

environmental production as a marketing instrument The four questions used are 

relatively marketing specific, and managers were asked to answer considering both their 

professional and private experience in this regard.

Table 6: Market-oriented Reactions
Don’t agree <-------► Agree
1 2 3 4 5

“Hungarian consumers consider a product’s 
environmental-friendliness to be important." m  2.00

“Our customers would be willing to pay 5% 
more for an environmentally-friendly product.” ■ ■ ■ ■■■ 2.00

“Emphasizing a product's environmental
friendliness is important on the Hungarian market.” ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  2.73

“Advertising the environmental-friendliness of a 
product improves the environmental awareness of
consumers.”

The first three questions assess the current status quo of environmental awareness on the 

Hungarian market, and paint a generally negative picture. Managers have little faith in 

the ability o f Hungarian consumers to put environmental concerns over price, for 

example. Comparing the results of question three, where the company is the focus, to 

question one, where the consumer is the focus seems to suggest that managers feel that 

firms are nominally ahead of consumers in this regard.

The last question rates the importance of advertising environmental-friendliness in 

raising the overall levels of environmental awareness among consumers. The results
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suggest that companies do indeed believe in the power of marketers to change attitudes. 

This result also indicates that companies which embark on environmentally-focused 

marketing campaigns may well be successful on the Hungarian market, although 

probably only in the long-term.

At this point it is necessary to point out that the environmental attitudes o f consumers 

are linked very strongly to the general prosperity o f the country. This survey was 

conducted in July - August, 1997, at the beginning of the upswing in the Hungarian 

economy. It is conjecture at this point, but managers’ perceptions of the willingness of 

the Hungarian market to accept environmentally-focused advertising may well change as 

the economy improves.

Table 7: Perceptions of Market Acceptance
________Strongest correlations with variables_______

Cooperation with local firms .56

Competitive Advantage / Quality -.48

Competitive Advantage / Skills -.36

Competetive Advantage / R&D -.33

Those managers working at firms with the strongest local networks are the most 

positive about consumer attitudes regarding environmental production. On the other 

hand, those firms with strong advantages in quality, worker skills, and R&D have 

relatively more pessimistic views regarding these issues. In other words, those 

companies with arguably the greatest capacity to produce in an environmentally-friendly 

manner show the greatest skepticism regarding market acceptance.
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This obviously presents a barrier to improving status quo regarding environmental 

issues. Firms may feel they are ‘‘ahead of the curve” regarding the local market. 

Curiously, there was no strong correlation between these responses and export 

orientation or domestic content.

C. Capacities /B arriers to firm s producing in an environmentally-  

friendly manner

Managers were asked a battery of questions regarding currently-existing capacities to 

produce in a more environmentally-friendly manner, in respect to both firm-external and 

firm-internal circumstances (questions regarding the external environment are listed in 

italics).

Table 8: Barriers to Environmentally-friendly production

"More time is needed, ”

Don’t agree 
1 2

<------ > Agree
3 4 5

"Market values have to change. ”

"New laws are needed. ” Ml 2.87

“More willingness is needed from owners.”

“More skilled workers are needed.”

“Technical solutions must be found.”

“More capital is needed.”

Among questions concerning the firm-external environment over which managers have 

minimal influence, respondents were in general agreement that conditions will have to 

change if cleaner production is to become a reality. One notices hesitation, however,
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when it comes to the legal environment. Here, managers were reluctant to surrender 

further autonomy and agree to more legal mandates upon them.

Managers were surprising frank regarding firm-internal factors, with most agreeing that 

a more active position from owners is needed if changes are to take place. Technical 

solutions were seen as the most important among internal factors - not surprising, as 

technology is likely the least painful solutions. The relatively lesser importance given to 

a skilled workforce can be understood within the context o f the recent re

industrialization o f Szekesfehervar. Although the abundance of skilled workers is seen 

as a great advantage o f the region, many managers complain that most of their workers 

are over-qualified. It is perhaps a sad irony that some of the high-tech, most capital 

intensive manufacturers in Szekesfehervar require workers with only basic skills, with a 

high capacity for repetitive tasks.

Table 9: Capacities / Barriers to environmentally-friendly production
___________________ Strongest correlations with variables

External Internal

Trying to find local suppliers .49 .50

Com. Advantage / Ecological production -.48 -.22

Domestic content .26 .41

Export orientation -.21 -.28

Competetive Advantage / R&D -.42 -.05

Competetive Advantage / Innovation -.35 -.11

Competetive Advantage / Price -.10 -.45

Foreign ownership .03 -.30

For the purposes of comparing correlations in this general category, negative and 
positive signs should be reversed, as the higher the score, the lesser the capacity.
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Firms which are actively searching for local suppliers face the strongest internal barriers 

to environmental production. This statistic is reflective of another aspect, however: the 

foreign-owned firms with the highest environmental capacities are not actively seeking 

out local suppliers. Companies which in the first survey considered themselves to have 

competitive advantages in ecological production did indeed rank higher in our 

environment-specific survey, indicating robustness as well as an overall increased 

consciousness of environmental issues.

Generally, firms which felt they had strong competitive advantages in several fields 

scored much lower on barriers to environmental production. This should not be 

altogether surprising: as we discussed in our introduction, successful firms tend to be 

more forward looking in regards ecological and human resource development issues. 

Similarly, foreign-owned firms also registered lower barriers than Hungarian firms.

Both these findings can be grounds for guarded optimism in regards to the environment, 

as shall be discussed in our conclusion, as the slow but stable growth in Hungarian 

domestic buying power shall have the same beneficial effects on Hungarian-owned firms 

as the strong export performance has had on foreign-owned firms, and we can expect 

divergence (both in management style and performance) among ownership categories to 

shrink in the long-term.

D. Status quo o f current production processes

Perhaps the best measures of the status quo are the variables which focus on the 

concrete activities which are already in place at firms. Company managers were asked 

where in the production process active policies are present.
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Table 10: Status Quo of Current Production Processes
“Does the firm have an active policy that relates to 
environmental production in regards to: 0

%
<------ > 1

Post-production waste . 13

Managers gave themselves high scores on having environmental policies in the pre

production and production process. When asked about concrete examples, they listed 

items such as firm-internal recycling o f wastes created during the production process, 

“environmentally-friendly” painting systems, and filtering air pollution caused by 

computer chip placement and manufacture. It must be recognized that many of these 

policies impact worker health very strongly, and may have been created with this as the 

primary motivation. Several managers did note that such environmentally-friendly 

policies have been shown to save on material costs in the long-term.

Table 11: Status quo of current production processes
____________ Strongest correlations with variables____________
Average age of production machinery -.52

Cooperation with local firms .52

Domestic content -.47

Plans to increase human capital development .44

Advantages / Human capital development .37

Advantages / Patents and Licenses .36
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Not surprisingly, the older the average age o f machinery present at a firm, the less likely 

it was to have active environmental policies regarding production. Similarly, as we have 

seen previously, those companies which seem to (or are able to) place a high value on 

the human resources available have a more progressive view towards environmental 

production. Domestic content - which can be seen as a proxy for lower-tech, 

Hungarian-owned firms - has a strong, negative correlation for active environmental 

policies. This is despite the fact that 73% of the respondents replied that they do in fact 

have active policies regarding production sourcing / supply. Firms may have an active 

policy on wanting to increase local sourcing, but this seems to have not had a large 

effect on actual components supply patterns. On the other hand, there is hope that local 

supplier networks in Hungary will indeed expand, both as a result o f such active policies, 

as well as the temporal considerations regarding changing investment patterns.

E. Firm-internal environmental awareness

Managers were asked how well the various actors in the company knew Hungarian 

environmental laws and regulations. A certain amount of subjectivity is involved is 

asked top management what they consider to be extent of knowledge of their 

employees. As such, the averages we observe may be less important than correlations 

which are present.

Table 12: Firm-internal Environmental Awareness
How well are environmental laws / goals 

known by:
Not well known <------ > Well Known
1 2 3 4 5

Top management

Middle management

Workers — -
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Not surprisingly, top managers gave themselves top scores in this field. One item of 

interest is the fact that differences between top management and middle management is 

indeed quite small. This would indicate that the knowledge gulf on environmental issues 

between the strategic levels and “factory-floor” levels o f management are not a large 

problem.

Table 13: Firm-internal environmental awareness
Strongest correlations with variables

Plans to increase human capital development .70

Cooperation with local firms .56

Domestic content -.47

Average age of production machinery -.41

Capital / labour ratio (capital intensivity) .38

Advantages / Patents and Licenses .31

Firms which have the strongest human resource and technical profiles scored highest in 

knowledge of environmental laws and regulations. Capital intensivity, newer equipment, 

and levels of cooperation with other firms all have strong, positive correlations with the 

general extent of environmental awareness. Again, firms with high domestic content - 

lower-tech, Hungarian-owned firms - scored the lowest. At these firms, the overall 

levels o f awareness regarding environmental laws and regulation were the lowest.
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transfer o f technology and managerial competence to domestic firms. Multiplier effects 

normally associated with manufacturing facilities (many of which are high-tech and 

produce high value-added products) are largely absent from the Hungarian environment, 

at least at this relatively early point in time. We believe the results of this survey reveal 

surprisingly large gaps in a number of important areas between Hungarian-owned and 

foreign-owned businesses. There is the danger that, without increased interaction with 

local institutions and firms, foreign-owned companies may become “islands of 

technology” existing largely independent o f the local environment.

Table 15: Has your company introduced the following?

Have you introduced?
... M M  I i-";: I Ml:: :>i i: i i 1-1;; T-; :-M; il-i M M  :

Hungarian-owned Foreign-owned

Total quality management 18.4% 37.5%

Group work 55.1% 66.7%

Profit or cost centres 44.9% 62.5%

Interorgansational networking 34.7% 37.5%

Benchmarking 4.1% 37.5%

Flat hierarchies 22.4% 50.0%

Interdisciplinary design teams 18.4% 33.3%

Just in time delivery 10.2% 41.7%

Outsourcing 8.2% 29.2%

System suppliers 10.2% 20.8%

ISO 9000 34.7% 62.5%

Information technology 28.6% 70.8%

Hungarian greenfield companies, nearly ail o f which can be labeled SMEs, show a strong 

tendency towards technological, product and process stagnation, at least in the 

(admittedly broad) measures we have used. In addition to spending next to nothing on
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R&D projects, not one Hungarian greenfield reported participating in any kind of 

technology or innovations! or training programme. In any future efforts, these SMEs 

must be targeted, with heavy emphasis on an information campaign to make such 

smaller firms aware of the existence - and possible benefits - of such projects. Limiting 

the bureaucratic overhead necessary for project participation must also be considered, as 

this the primary reason given - by all categories o f firms - for lack of participation

It must also be pointed out that these are the views o f managers in Szekesfehervar, a 

dynamic region which is arguably a few years ahead o f the rest of Hungary. One must 

surmise that managers in Hajdu-Bihar or Bekes counties would probably have more 

pessimistic views regarding environmental awareness, in addition to having fewer 

concrete environmental policies at their own firms. Generally, managers rated the 

innovational environment present in the Szekesfehervar region as positive.

One must surmise that managers in the above-mentioned depressed regions would have 

a darker image of the business environment in which they operate. On the other hand, 

the growth patterns being exhibited in the Hungarian economy do provide room for 

guarded optimism. In the space of a few years, there is realistic hope that the 

Szekesfehervar region will be more the rule, and less the exception. As Hungarian 

domestic buying power increases, so also will the choices open to Hungarian consumers. 

In addition to a wider range o f products, a wider range of production methods will find 

market openings, and it is precisely here that companies may find opportunities to 

market progressive ecological policies they practise.
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Figure 2: Advantages/Disadvantages of Szekesfehervar region 
compared with other regions in Hungary

Disadvantages

Advantages

This study has shown that there is a great need for targeted environmental information - 

and perhaps a subsidised re-tooling mechanism - for Hungarian firms which presently 

concentrate on domestic production. These are the firms which consistently registered 

the lowest scores on awareness, policies, and capacities regarding environmental 

production. Such initiatives need not be focused solely on the environment. Our study 

has also shown very clear correlations between upgrading human resources, machinery, 

exports and the environment. As such, targeted economic development programs -
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including the new regional development initiatives - can be seen as having very positive 

influences on the environment, even when improving ecological production is not a 

primary target of such programs.
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Appendix: Two Szekesfehervar greenfield sites in detail

IBM

History:

IBM began production of hard-disk drives at the Szekesfehervar site in October, 1995, 

with one production hall operating. It has recently added a new production hall, which 

doubled capacity. Plans are to again double current capacity (and employment) by the 

end of 1997. This exponential growth attests to the success of the plant, as well as the 

substantial cost savings over the German production facility which the Szekesfehervar 

site has replaced. Initially, contact was established between IBM and Videoton as early 

as 1992, which eventually led to IBM's decision to make Hungary its center for 

European hard-disk production.

IBM was granted a variety of investment incentives by the Ministry of Industry and 

Trade, including off-shore status (and duty-free importation of all production 

components), a 10-year tax holiday on profits, and a variety of training subsidies. The 

City also granted IBM tax-free status, and very favourable terms for public services, as 

well as providing infrastructural improvements.

Characteristics:

Most striking about the IBM facility is the degree of out-sourcing. All production 

employees belong to Videoton, and most o f the physical infrastructure is actually owned 

by Videoton (which was granted favourable terms of credit because o f its involvement
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with IBM). IBM has a world-wide strategy of providing the skeleton and brains of 

production, while local partners deal with non-core processes. Despite the very, very 

strict quality demands, and the high-tech nature of the work, IBM has chosen to rely on 

Videoton for production infrastructure. This provides an artificial barrier between 

production workers and IBM managers which can have both positive and negative 

implications for IBM. Positive, in that IBM is insulated from some o f the more difficult 

aspects of industrial relations. Negative, in that loyalty is absent, which makes it more 

difficult to keep production employees. In this respect, and in other respects which will 

be discussed later, IBM places a low emphasis on keeping a stable workforce.

Currently, IBM has 350 direct employees, who are almost exclusively involved in 

administration or management. A fair number o f these employees, around 50, come 

from IBM's German headquarters, although the German director of human resources 

stated that IBM would like to eventually replace nearly all foreign managers with 

Hungarian personnel. 1400 production employees are provided by Videoton, but this 

number is set to expand to between 2500-3000 by the end of 1997. The factory 

currently operates at 100% of capacity.

The IBM plant represents the classic example o f an "island o f technology". 100% of 

production components are imported, nearly all o f them arriving by lorries from 

Germany. When querried as to why IBM uses no Hungarian components, quality and 

lack of connections were given as the most important factors. IBM has only recently 

begun considering to use Hungarian suppliers (although there are limited incentives to 

do so, given the duty-free importation rules).' Very limited research and development
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activity takes place at IBM's Szekesfehervar site, although as at other foreign-owned 

greenfield sites, R&D has increased recently.

Substantial shipping costs are incurred in importing 100% of assembly components, and 

exporting 100% o f production. Interestingly, in the US, most studies of locational 

factors have found that nearness to suppliers and markets are usually judged by 

companies to be the most important, almost always outweighing government incentives. 

At IBM, investment incentives - including off-shore status and a 10-year tax holiday - 

were given as the most important consideration in IBM's decision to move to 

Szekesfehervar. Indeed, geographical proximity - both to markets and suppliers - was 

listed as the least important factor. This has not come without a price, however: 

production has occasionally been stopped because lorries from Germany have failed to 

arrive on time to supply the plant's JIT inventory system.

Labour relations:

The average wage for production workers - before any bonuses or overtime are 

considered - is 45,000 forints ($220) gross. The workweek is 40 hours, but overtime is 

very common, averaging about two hours per worker per day, bringing the average 

workweek up to 50 hours (somewhat surprising, given the quality requirements, and 

also the distances which many workers commute daily). In Szekesfehervar, wage 

competition (berverseny) is beginning to emerge as a major headache for employees, and 

IBM workers can be lured away by offers just 3,000 forints/month better, Wage rates 

have not risen significantly as foreign employers in Szekesfehervar have an informal 

agreement that they will not try to "poach" (hunt) workers from each other, and many
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plants - such as IBM - have a variety of programs designed to bring in workers from as 

far away as possible (including villages and towns some 80 km away). Gross labour 

costs make up 25% of production costs, down from 60% at the German site.

Despite the aforementioned high-tech and high quality nature o f the production 

processes (the production facilities, for example are entirely dust-free, and workers must 

wear special white clean suits that cover the body), IBM has decided to follow a low 

wage, high-tumover strategy. Training is not as complicated or extensive as at most 

production facilities: a few days of intensive training is enough for new workers. (To 

IBM managers, a quality-oriented mentality - combined with patience - is just as 

important as solid skills). When questioned as to on what basis IBM chose 

Szekesfehervar, the cheapness of the labour was judged as more important than a well- 

trained workforce. Indeed, officials in the local labour office worry that the model of 

human resource management practised by IBM and similar plants may well lead to a de

skilling of the local labour force.

The average age of the production personnel is a mere 28 years old, with 80% being 

between the ages of 20-29. A young workforce seems to offer numerous advantageous 

characteristics to IBM, including: ease of training, greater willingness to work longer 

hours (because of family status, physical condition, etc.), and not least, a lessened 

possibility o f organized resistance (younger workers are less likely to organize and act 

collectively).

The de-emphasis on formal training can also be seen in that fully 80% of hired workers 

are labeled as "unskilled", with skilled workers making up the remaining 20%. Most
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skilled workers were unable to find a job in their learned trade, and came to IBM as 

unskilled workers. The assistant human resource manager labeled the IBM workforce 

as "over-trained", considered the work that is done. In general, IBM's human resource 

managers - both Hungarian and German - are very satisfied with the performance of the 

workforce.

There are possibilities for production workers to participate in language and 

management training courses, which are paid for by IBM. These courses can only be 

taken outside of working hours, however, and given that the average workweek is 50 

hours, this severely limits the number o f workers who can, and want to, participate.

The plant was recently unionized by the metal-workers union, which initially caused a 

great deal of anxiety among German managers, who had very bad memories of having to 

negotiate with the IG Metall union at the German site. Apparently, there have been no 

major conflicts between the union and management since the union's inception. The 

union is characterized as very weak, with no real influence over even the most 

elementary workplace issues.
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(most production is sent to Germany), and the local infrastructure. The nearness to 

component makers and general ease of shipping were considered as the least important. 

There are signs this thinking has begun to change, however. The plant has encountered 

many problems with timely component deliveries, especially as many parts are sent by 

ship from North America. Ford Europe plans to open a Central European component 

buying center in Hungary in the next few years, just as GM plans to do in Poland.

Labour relations:

The average gross wage for production workers - before overtime or bonuses are 

considered - is 50,000 forints (about $250). Overtime work is very common, however, 

and with extensive overtime some production workers are able to earn upwards of 

90,000 forints. Despite operating at 100% of capacity, Ford is reluctant to take on new 

employees unless overtime provisions are exhausted.

Ford's workforce is given very high marks in terms of flexibility, reliability, teamwork, 

and work performance. A neutral score is recorded in the category of "attention to 

quality", and the only negative aspect listed is that the workers are difficult to keep. The 

wage competition among firms in Szekesfehervar gives Ford managers headaches. 

Interestingly, Ford would rather pay for elaborate schemes to bring workers in from the 

countryside (schemes which are tax-deductable), than pay higher wages which insulate 

them from wage competition.

Ford's workforce is relatively young, with a full 60% being under the age of 30, and 

83% being under 40. Approximately 25% of workers hired are skilled, with 75%
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labeled as unskilled. Total gross wage costs make up only 4% of gross production

costs.

Whether by coincidence, or because of Ford's employee selection criteria, no trade union 

yet exists at the Ford plant. Ford Szekesfehervar is one of the few (if not only) non

union automobile plants in Europe. When querried as to why no union has yet arisen, 

Ford’s HR representative replied that while Ford has no official anti-union strategy, its 

human resource policies strive to make unionization unnecessary. To this end, there are 

only company-led initiatives - there is no formalized institution of worker interest 

representation. Ford, like IBM, also lacks the legally obligatory works council.
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Osszefoglalas

A szekesfehervari regio fejlddesenek mode I I erteke. A vizsgalatban szereplo vallalatok

Az elmult kozel egy evtizedben a magyar gazdasag regioi koziil a Szekesfehervar 
es kozvetlen ovezetenek gazdasaga sikeresen hasznalta ki a rendelkezesre alio jol 
kepzett es viszonylag olcso emberi eroforrasaibol, valamint az elonyos logisztikai es 
infrastrukturalis helyzetebol adodo elonyoket. A ktilfoldi tokebefektetesek 
nagysagrendje meghaladta a 1,5 milliard USD osszeget, jelentos a magyar befektetesek 
aranya is. A regioban, amely az 1980-as evek vegen es az 1990-es evek elejen az orszag 
egyik ‘valsag-ovezetekent1 valt ismertte - peldaul a munkanelkiilisegi rata a 
legmagasabbak koze tartozott az orszagban - a rendkiviil dinamikus termelesnovekedes 
a 90-es evek vegere szamos teruleten jelentos munkaerohianyt eredmenyezett. A 
gazdasagi novekedes dinamikajat megalapozo beruhazasok novekedese rendkiviil 
figyelemremelto, peldaul 1993 es 1996 kozott a beruhazasok kozel haromszorosara 
nottek, az ipari termeles ennel is nagyobb mertekben (harom es felszeresevel) 
emelkedett. Mindezek alapjan egyaltalan nem meglepo az a minosites, amely szerint 
Szekefehervar es kozvetlen komyeke a kilencvenes evek kozepetol a vilag hat 
leggyorsabban fejlodo varosa koze tartozik. A szekesfehervari regio fejlodeset olyan 
„trendnek”, „modellnek” tekinthetjiik, amely a felmutatott eredmenyekkel es gondokkal 
egyiitt, a magyar gazdasag mas regioi szamara is tanulsagokkal szolgalhat.
A szekesfehervari regio „modell” szerepe a gazdasagi szervezetek (vallalatok) 
komyezetvedelmi beallitottsaganak, politikajanak illusztralasaban tobb tenyezovel 
magyarazhato. Egyfelol, a termeles hagyomanyos (pi. elelmiszeripar, ruhazati ipar stb.) 
es nemzetkozileg is elenjaro szektorai (pi. szamitogepgyartas, szorakoztato elektronika, 
autoipar) egyarant megtalalhatok. Masfelol, a ktilfoldi es magyar tulajdonban levo cegek 
nagy szamban fordulnak elo a tersegben; tevekenysegiik szervezeteben es 
technologiajaban, tovabba termelesi es piaci relacioikban kimutathatoan jelentosek a 
kulonbsegek. Jol azonosithatok peldaul a cegek komyezettel szembeni felfogasaban, a 
kornyezeti problemak iranti erzekenysegeben.
A komyezettel kapcsolatos vallalati beallitottsagok vizsgalata soran jelentos mertekben 
epitettiink annak a felmeresnek az eredmenyeire (75 vallalat), amely a regionalis 
innovacios rendszer fontosabb dimenzioinak, osszefuggeseinek azonositasara 
vallalkozott. (EU REGIS Projekt, 1996-1997). Az idezett felmeres eredmenyeinek 
ujrafeldolgozasa mellett a kivalasztott vallalatok egy kisebb (15 fos mintajan) a 
komyezetvedelemmel kapcsolatos beallitottsagok es politikak reszletesebb vizsgalatara 
keriilt sor. A ketfele vizsgalati modszer egyesitett adatbazisanak elemzese alapjan 
igyeksziink a kovetkezokben bemutatni a regioban talalhato vallalatok vezetoinek 
kornyezeti erzekenyseget, komyezettel szembeni beallitottsagait valamint az azokkal 
relevans vallalati tevekenysegek jellemzoit.

A vizsgalatban szereplo cegek fontosabb jellemzoi

A vizsgalatban szereplo cegeknek tobb mint fele ktilfoldi, ez az arany elso latasra 
magasnak tunik. Meg kell azonban jegyezniink, hogy a hazankban mukodo 200 
legnagyobb ceg fele ktilfoldi tulajdonban van. A feldolgozoiparban - s ezen beltil a 
gepiparban - a ktilfoldi tulajdonban levo cegek aranya ennel is jelentosebb. A regioban 
mukodo kulfoldi cegek novekedesi rataja magasabb, mint a magyar tulajdonban levo
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vallalatoke. Tobbek kozott ez azt jelenti, hogy a kiilfoldi cegek altal kepviselt 
kornyezetvedelmi gondolkodas, kutatas-fejlesztesi es emberi eroforras gazdalkodasi 
mintak pelda-teremto szerepe jelentos.
A tulajdonforma hatasai egyes teriileteken jelentosek (pi. a gepek es berendezesek 
atlagos eletkora, a termeles toke-, illetve munkaintenziv jellege, a ceg import/export 
profilja), mas teriileteken a tulajdonforma hatasa minimalis (pi. a vallalatvezetok 
kiilonbozo csoportjainak korayezetvedelmi erzekenysege). A tersegben nagy 
koncentratumban eloforduio, kiilfoldi cegeknel alkalmazott ‘elenjaro’ („leading edge”) 
vezetesi modszerek es technikak - beleertve a korayezetvedelmi gondolkodast - magyar 
cegek gyakorlataban valo megjeleneserol rendkiviil nehez pontos kepet adni. Az un. 
multiplikator hatas - vizsgalatunk kivitelezesenek eveben, 1997-ben - kevesse 
ervenyesiilt, ugyanis a kiilfoldi cegek (foleg a jelentos hozzaadott erteket tartalmazo 
reszegysegeket) kiilfoldi beszallitoiktol importaltak. A nemzetkozi technologiai es 
korayezetvedelmi innovaciok elterjedese a csucstechnikat alkalmazo, un. zoldmezos 
beruhazasok formajaban miikodo kiilfoldi cegektol a magyar cegek iranyaba nagyon 
korlatozott a kiilfoldi beszallitok nagymertekii igenybevetele kovetkezteben,

A cegek kornyezetvedelmi profilja: markons kulonbsegek a kiilfoldi es a magyar 
tulajdonban levo cegek viszonyaban

A vizsgalatban szereplo cegek kornyezetvedelmi profiljanak azonositasanal a kovetkezo 
tenyezok alakulasat kisertiik figyelemmel; a komyezetvedelemmel kapcsolatos altalanos 
felfogasok, a piaci orientacio es a kornyezetvedelem tudatosulasanak szinvonala, az un. 
kornyezetbarat termekek eloallitasanak osztonzo es akadalyozo tenyezoi, a termelesi 
gyakorlat jellemzoi es a kornyezetvedelmi beallitottsagok, a vallalati vezetes kepviseloi 
es a komyezet-tudat fejlettsege.
A komyezetvedelemmel kapcsolatos altalanos velemenvek koreben (pi. „a 
komyezetszennyezodes megelozese kifizetodo a cegnek”, „a vallalatnak akkor is felelnie 
kell a termeles mellektermekekent keletkezo hulladekert, amikor az a gyarkaput 
elhagyta”, stb.) a pozitiv. kornyezetbarat velemenvek dominalnak. A konkretabb 
vizsgalat soran arra kerestiik a valaszt, hogy a kornyezettel szembeni beallitottsagok 
milyen szoros kapcsolatot (korrelaciot) mutatnak a kovetkezokben felsorolt faktorokkal;
a), emberi eroforrasok fejlesztese,
b). innovacio-centrikus vallalati kultura,
c). a gepek-es berendezesek atlagos eletkora,
d). az emberi eroforras fejlesztesben rejlo innovacios lehetosegek,
e). a helyi cegekkel kiepitett kooperacio, kiilfoldi tulajdonban levo ceg, az eloallitott 

termekek toke intenziv jellege,
f). a magyar beszallitasok reszaranya a gyartott termekekben vagy szolgaltatasokban.
A vizsgalatban szereplo cegek koreben az ‘innovacio-orientalt’. valamint az ‘emberi 
eroforrasok feileszteset’ szorealmazo ceaek megkiilonboztetett hangsulvt helyeznek a2 
kornyezetvedelmi szempontokra. A kornyezetvedelem minimalis szerepet jatszik a hazai 
eredetu termekek felhasznaloinal, valamint az elavult gepekkel es berendezesekkel 
dolgozo vallaltoknal.
- Kiemelendonek tartjuk a vallalatvezetok azon velemenyet, amely szerint a magyar 
foevasztok eevelore kevesse ertekelik - azaz kevesse hajlandok a magasabb arban is 
elismemi - a kornyezetbarat termekeket. Sot, ugy tunik, hogy a regioban miikodo 
vallalatok vezetoinek kornyezet-erzekenysege megelozi a fogyasztoket. Ugy velik, hogy 
a kornyezetbarat vallalati marketing, ha ma meg nem, de hosszutavon feltetleniil
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kifizetodo a vallalatok szamara. Ezzel osszefuggesben meg szeretnenk jegyezni, hogy a 
fogyasztok reszerol a kornyezetbarat termekek valasztasa fugg az orszag altalanos 
gazdasagi helyzetetol. Az idezett vallalati vizsgalatokra 1997 nyaran kerult sor, az 
orszag gazdasagi teljesitmenyenek kedvezo alakulasat a fogyasztok meg nem erzekeltek. 
Emlitesre meltonak tartjuk azt is, hogy azok a felsosorban kiilfoldi') cegek iteltek meg 
legpesszimistabban a kornyezetbarat termekek piaci fogadtatasat. amelvek a legiobban 
felkeszultek a kornyezetkimelo termekek eloallitasara.
- A kornyezetbarat termeles „kulso” es „belso” (azaz vallalaton beluli) tenyezoinek 
vizsgalata a kovetkezo kepet mutatja. A kulso tenvezok kozott a piaci igenyek 
modosulasa ielenti a lesielentosebb kenvszert a kornvezetvedelmi szempontok 
ervenvesitesere. ez az a feltetel, amelynek alakulasara a vallalatvezetesnek viszonylag 
keves befolyasa van. Erdekes modon a jogi szabalyozas kenyszerito erejeben a 
vallalatvezetok nem hisznek. A belso tenvezok koziil a tulaidonosi kezdemenvezes. 
valamint a kornyezetbarat termekek eloallitasat biztosito ‘technikai megoldasok’ 
elerhetosege ielenti a komyezet-centrikus megoldasok alkalmazasanak elofelteteleit. A 
nagyobb tokeigeny es a kvalifikalt munkaero meglete a befolyasolo tenyezok 
sorrendjeben csak az elozoekben felsorolt tenyezok utan kovetkezik.
- A vallalati szervezeten beluli szereplok (a vallalati vezetes kiilonbozo szintu kepviseloi) 
kornyezeterzekenysegenek vizsgalata szerint nines lenveges kiilonbseg a strategiai 
donteshozok es a felsovezetoi dontesek vegrehaitasaert felelos ‘gyar- es muhelwezetes’ 
szemleleteben.
A komvezetvedelemmel kapcsolatos iogi es egyeb szabalvozokat a toke-intenziv 
termelest folvtato. kiemelkedo muszaki szinvonalu cegek (elonyos licenccel es kiilonfele 
szabadalommal rendelkeznek) iobban ismerik. mint az alacsony muszaki szinvonalat 
kepviselo, munkaigenyes termelest folytato vallalatok, Ez egyuttal azt is jelenti, hogy a 
kiilfoldi tulajdonban levo cegek a hazai cegeknel - legalabbis az altalunk vizsgalt 
regioban - fokozottabb figyelmet forditanak a kornyezetvedelmi szabalyok 
megismeresere. (A kornyezetvedelmi szabalyok ismerete onmagaban termeszetesen nem 
garancia azok betartasara. A z  ezzel kapcsolatos tenyleges vallalati magatartasok 
elemzesere es tipizalasara tovabbi vizsgalatokra, vallalati esettanulmanyok keszitesere 
lenne sziikseg.) Az alacsonyabb muszaki-technikai szinvonalat kepviselo, magvar 
tulajdonban levo cegek kevesbe erzekenvek a kornyezetvedelmi eloirasokra es 
szabalvokra.
- A ‘kornyezetvedelmi tudaf szinvonala a regio olyan szereploi koreben, mint a 
vallalatok, fogyasztok es a kormanyzati tisztsegviselok, valtozatos kepet mutat: a 
vallalatvezetok a kormanyzati tisztviseloknel, foleg pedig a fogyasztoknal 
erzekenyebbek a kornyezeti szempontokra. Nyugtalanitonak tartjuk, hogy a 
vallalatvezetok szamara a tevekenysegiik kozeget alkoto fogyasztok minimalis 
kornyezeti kihivast tamasztanak. Ugy tunik, hogy meg az olyan dinamikusan fejiodo 
gazdasagban is, mint a szekesfehervari regio, egvelore nem ervenvesiilnek a feilett 
komvezet-erzekenvseget eredmenvezo kolcsonhatasok a fogvasztoi igenyek es a 
termelesi szfera relacioiaban.

A magyar vallalatok kornyezetvedelmi erzekenysegenek javitasa: a multiplikator hatas 
jelenleginel intenzivebb ervenyesitese

A  szekesfehervari regio kiilfoldi es magyar tulajdonban levo vallalatainal 1997 nyaran - 
vegzett vizsgalat roviden ismertetett tapasztalatai alapjan mind a regio tartos 
novekedesenek fenntartasa, mind pedig a vallalatok kornyezetvedelmi erzekenysegenek
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javitasa a kovetkezo tendenciak ervenyesuleset feltetelezi. A ktilfoldi tulajdonban levo 
cegekben a magyar beszallitoi aranv novelese megkonnyitene az elenjaro vezetesi es 
iranyitasi modszerek (ezen beliili kornyezetvedelmi normak) atadasat, bevezeteset a 
magyar cegek gyakorlataban. A magyar beszallitok markans jelenlete a regioban 
tevekenykedo ktilfoldi vallalatokban viszonylag rovid idon beltil csokkenhetne a 
kimutathato jelentos differenciakat, amelyek peldaul a szervezeti innovaciok 
vonatkozasaban jelenleg jellemzik a ktilfoldi es a magyar tulajdonban levo vallalatokat. 
Kezdetben a gyartasi folyamatok, ezzel egyidejuleg vagy egy kesobbi periodusban a 
magyar reszvetel novelese a kutatas -es feilesztes teriileten - a fent emlitett termelesi 
egyiittmukodessel kombinalva - nagymertekben elosegitene a korszerii vezetesi, 
szervezesi, technologiai es kornyezetvedelmi modszerek es gyakorlatok elteijedeset az 
altalunk vizsgalt regioban illetve a magyar gazdasagban. A multiplikator hatas 
ervenyesiilese reszben a helyi gazdasag szereploinek, reszben pedig a gazdasagi fejlodes 
elofelteteleinek (pi. infrastruktura, tamogatasok, foglalkoztatasi, kepzesi politika stb.) 
alakitasaert felelos orszagos intezmenyek akcioinak fliggvenye. A helyi es orszagos 
gazdasag szereploinek osszehangolt fellepese nyoman csokkenhetne a kozvetlen 
tokebefektetesek reven letrehozott, elenjaro muszaki es szervezeti eljarasokat kepviselo 
vallalatok tevekenysegenek „sziget-jellege”. Az un. sokszorozodasi effektus 
ervenyesiilese nemcsak az elenjaro vezetesi es iranyitasi modszerek, kornyezetvedelmi 
normak hazai elterjedeset gyorsitana meg, hanem egyeb kedvezo hatasokkal is jarna. A 
foglalkoztatas bovitese mellett jelentos mertekben novelne a magyar gazdasag 
globalizalodasanak eselyet.
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